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How to Use GPB Drupal to Post a Blog Post
1.) Login by going to gpb.org/login or gpb.org/user and typing in the username and password
you were given by your supervisor or the Digital Team.
Username: _________________
Password:
If you do not remember it, you may use that screen to reset your password or reach out
to the Digital Team at digital@gpb.org to get your username and password reset or
reactivated.
To Create a Brand New Post
Click on “Click here to create a new blog post in the middle of the screen.

2.) You will then be taken to the Create a Blog Post area.
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Fill out the fills marked in red. The fields that contain an asterisk next to it are required. See
notes below the box.

Fill in the following fields.
A.) Title  Give your blog a title. It should be up to 12 words and search engine friendly.
Anything longer than 12 words is too long.
B.) Associated GPB Author (That’s your name or the blog author you’re posting for. When you
type in your name, it will auto populate with numbers next to it. Make sure you select the auto
populated name and it appears in the field with numbers. If you do not do that, your blog author
photo and bio will not appear next to the name. )
C.) Post Picture  (Please upload a high quality image that is preferably in the landscape
orientation. The system will automatically resize it for you. But you can resize it using Adobe
Photoshop or Canva.com, that is best as your picture might be squeezed by the system when it
tries to resize it. It is best to resize the photo to 800 width and 450 height in pixels.)
D.) Image Caption  While this field is not mandatory, you may add a caption that consists of a
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description of the photo and a photo credit using this style: (Photo courtesy Person’s name or
organization) or you can just use the photo credit.
E.) Free tags: Type in tags or keywords associated with the blog topic separated by comma.
There is no minimum or maximum limit on how many keywords you should use. But three to five
is usually standard as the minimum.
F.) Blogs: Select the blog that the blog post should be published to. Note this is a mandatory
field as it has an asterik next to it.
G.) Blog Cross Promotions: This field is not mandatory, but if there is an additional blog that
the subject matter relates to, you may select another blog to publish the same article to. For
example, if you publish an article about Mr. Selfridge on the MyGPB blog and think the article
should also be published on the Desperate for Downton blog select Desperate for Downton
under Blog Cross Promotions.
H.) Show Comments: Select the show comments box if you want the comments option turned
on for the blog and want readers to comment on the blog.
I.) Body: Copy and paste your blog post here. Before you do so, read these tips: Blog posts
are generally 300600 words. They can be longer if it is an interview post, especially Q&A,
round up post of multiple shows or events or a wrap up post of an event. The style is generally a
mix between Associated Press style and an editorial; it is more conversational and informal.
Make sure you format your blog posts with HTML paragraph tags to ensure that your
paragraphs are in the right place. You can copy and paste your blog directly into the body box
without adding paragraph tags. But the downside is that if you use the Enable Rich Text
Feature to add links or bold and italicize any words, you will lose your precise paragraph
spacing and the system will choose the paragraph breaks for you.
An HTML cheat sheet is featured at the end of these instructions. You may also find a
tutorials at http://www.w3schools.com/.

Also, if you have Embed code from any other applications, YouTube, Instagram, Facebook,
GPB Smug Mug photoslide show, Twitter, PBS site etc, the code should be pasted in between
your copy.
* A Word on copying and pasting from Microsoft Word  DON’T DO IT! Microsoft Word
adds extraneous characters and spacing when you copy and paste from it to Drupal. In
other words, it causes problems. The best thing to do is use something else like Google
Drive (formerly Google docs): google.com/drive. Create a google.com/drive account for
your group or use your personal one. It comes with all gmail accounts. It has a Microsoft
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Wordlike program allowing you to type drafts of your posts and then copy them over to
Drupal. No character and coding issues will occur.
*Word to the Wise: Do not compose or edit your blog post in the CMS body text box because
the system times out after 20 minutes and it does not incrementally save your work for you
automatically. Instead hit the save button and click on the Edit tab that appears to go back in
and perform any last minute edits. But generally compose your original version in Google Docs
and copy and paste it.

J.) Enable richtext and TextFormat box: The only reason you should concern yourself with
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this box is if you want to bold, italicize, link a text to a website or add bullet points to the
text. This box switches to the WYSIWYG (pronounced wiseewig)  text edit box that looks like
the header on a Microsoft Word or Google Drive document. It provides buttons that allow you to
link words to a website, upload additional images, bold, italicize or add bullet points to your
document. Remember if you toggle between the Enable rich text and then Disable rich text
setting, you may lose your precise paragraph spacing. So it’s advised to add the paragraph tags
manually.
K.) Slideshow Embed, Blog Tease, Education Calendar Promotion, Promotion Day: Skip
all of these fields.

L.) Scheduling: Use this feature if you plan to publish your article at a later date than now.
Select the Scheduling Options box, then select the date and time in the box that pops up when
you click on this feature. Then hit the green SAVE button. MAKE SURE YOU COPY AND
PASTE THE LINK OR URL GENERATED FOR YOUR BLOG POST ARTICLE TO A GOOGLE
DOC. Once you log out of the system you will not be able to find the blog post you have
scheduled for a later date by simply logging back in. You will need to log in, open another tab
and copy and paste the blog article link into the tab in order to edit it.
M.) Save: Hit this button if you are ready to publish your blog immediately. (You also hit the
save button when you are scheduling a post and have selected the date and time to schedule
the post in the future.)
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N.) Disregard all of the other fields in this area. Note the preview button does not work as a true
preview so do not use it.

Finished Product: This is what a published blog post looks like: Note in this example, we
opted not to add in captions.
To Edit the blog post: If you are not logged in, log in, find your blog post and click on the
Edit tab.
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HTML Codes Cheat Sheet

Paragraph tags: To create paragraph breaks between paragraphs:
<p> Paragraph sentences go here. </p>
To Add one line break: <br/>
italics
<em>italics</em>
bold
<strong>bold</strong>
center
<center>center an image or text within these brackets</center>
hyperlink AND open in a new window
<a href=”http://www.gpb.org” target=”_blank”>
Add an image
To have an image appear within your text, add it using the File Browser.
1. Login at gpb.org/login.
2. Click on “My Account.”
3. Click on “File Browser.”
4. Click “upload” and select the image you wish to add.
5. Click on the image when it is added (look at the bottom of the screen and you should see
it.) This opens the image in its own window.
6. Select the web address for the image from “/files/...” on through the end of the address.
7. Use this code to insert the image:
<img src=”/files/xxa_toomsboro_depot.jpg”>
Add an image that is hyperlinked
Get a little fancier and hyperlink an image. It’s just like inline linking text, but with a photo
instead. Follow the steps above for adding an image. The change comes in the code:
<a href=”http://www.website.com” target=”_blank”>
<img src=”/files/...”></a>
Notice that I used target=”_blank” to have the link open in a new tab.
Note: to center an image with a hyperlink, just add <center> before the code and </center> after
the code.
●

Underline is really not used. Use italics and bold to emphasize text.
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●
●
●
●

●

always add inline links (hyperlinks) to increase traffic on your page
Link back to your old posts, news stories, and other content on GPB
Write a series. Link the blogs to each other as you add one in the series
TAGS: tag, tag, tag. Use the tag field to connect your blogs to others on GPB and
increase traffic from search engines. Use common misspellings, too, since that’s what
gets entered into search fields.
Combine the font treatments of italics and bold within a hyperlink.
○ <a href=”http://www.gpb.org” target=”_blank”><strong>Bolded text
appears</strong></a>

